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Abstract:
Vanellus (the peewit) is a twitter-bot developed by Christian “Chrilly” Donninger. The bot downloads
in real-time all German tweets and stores them in a special-purpose and efficient database. The
database can be searched and analyzed according a host of criterion. This article describes the VanellusTwitter-Index VaTI for the German MdBs (Mitglieder des Bundestages/Members of Parliament) and
for the leaders of the Austrian parties. The VaTI measures the real Twitter-footprint of users. It is much
more informative than usual the measure “number of followers”.
The Data:
The Vanellus-bot downloads since April 27, 2018 in real-time all German tweets with the search term
“lang:de” from the Twitter server and stores the data in a custom and very efficient database. The
number of tweets is around 1 million/day. The recording is not perfect. The (German) Twitter Server
does not react to request between 0:00 and 2:00 local time (CET). Besides this my office is located at
one of the most remote places in Austria. The internet-infrastructure has potential for improvement.
Blackouts of a few minutes are relatively common. Twitter does not guarantee the complete availability
of tweets. A tweet is no bank-transaction. The Vanellus data-collection is nevertheless one of the most
extensive and most complete for German tweets. The effect of a few missing tweets is certainly of no
significance for the VaTI ranking.
There is a Wikipedia entry for the 709 MdBs of the current 19th legislative period, but I have not found
a corresponding official list for Twitter accounts. As a starting point I used a list by Christoph Zeuch.
This list is unfortunately not up-to-date and contains also users which were never MdBs. I created my
own list from the Wikipedia-entries and Google search e.g. “Jens Lehmann twitter”. Jens Lehmann is a
relative common German name and there were hence several accounts with this name. I could not
identify the MdB Jens Lehmann. Such accounts were ignored. The final list contains 511 (out of 709
MdBs) entries. This list can be downloaded (see Appendix A). There is a clear relation between
Twitter-usage and the political affiliation and to a lesser degree also to the age of the MdB. A relative
large fraction of the MdBs of the ruling CDU/CSU of Angela Merkel ignore Twitter. They have a
strong foothold in traditional regional media and consider the new forms of communication less
important. Sometimes the accounts of the party-machinery send tweets on behalf of these members by
mentioning the name of the MdB in a hashtag. Although these tweets are stored in the Vanellus
database I ignored them for the investigation. Only the tweets from personal accounts are counted.
There are several “zombie-accounts” of CDU/CSU MdBs. They were obviously once arranged by the
party-machinery (including a batch of followers) but were never used by the MdB. These zombieaccounts are a part of the 511 entries.
The complete list of followers of these 511 accounts were downloaded next. This step is
straightforward, but it takes some time. Vanellus uses the free Twitter data-access. The rate of
download is limited to 1 download/minute with a maximum of 5.000 followers per download. If a user
has more followers, one has to split up the operation. The MdB Martin Schulz (SPD) has 703.227
followers. It takes more than 2 hours to retrieve his followers. The download was done at the 11. and
12. July 2018 and repeated at 31. July 2018 for calculating the July 2018 index.

The Measurement of Influence [1]:
Follower: The usual measure of influence is the number of followers. It is easy to retrieve this number,
but it has very limited significance. One example is Philipp Amthor CDU. His 1422 followers are still
waiting for his first tweet. Obviously the party-machinery once arranged the account and the followers
(see [2]), but Philipp Amthor does not use the medium and has hence no direct influence on Twitter.
The VaTI considers the number of followers, but it is only one factor with limited weight.
Active Followers: Twitter is a rather liquid medium. People use the medium for some time but the
interest fades easily away. The accounts are for free, so there is no incentive to close it. The account
and hence also the membership in a follower list continues, although the user has lost his interest in
spending/wasting time for Twitter. To account for this effect the VaTI calculates also the number of
active followers. A follower is active, if he has tweeted at least once within the observation period (e.g.
May 2018). The content of the tweet does not matter. A remark about a soccer-match is as good as a
political statement. By posting a tweet the user documents that he is still interested in the medium. It is
of course possible that a user follows passively what’s going on. He reads tweets but has no intention to
write one. For this reason it is not advisable to ignore the number of followers at all. I know of no way
how to differentiate between passive users which still read tweets and users which have stopped to use
Twitter at all.
Retweets: A retweet is a tweet which starts with „RT @username“. A retweets expresses in almost all
cases a strong approval of the original tweet. Only in rare cases are explicit opponents of a politician
retweeting his tweets. This happens, if they think the tweet condemns itself. The VaTI differentiates
between the number of retweets and the number of users which retweet at least one tweet of a MdB.
This differentiation reflects the fact that there are bots and “power-users” which retweet sometimes
thousands of tweets per period (a month). E.g. the user @mrstone0856 posts 10.000 tweets/month.
Most of them are retweets from the right-wing-populist party AfD. If one only counts the number of
retweets @mrstone0856 would get an inappropriate high weight and would inflate the influence of AfD
MdBs. According to a second measure – number of users - @mrstone0856 has no more importance
than a casual user which retweets just once a given MdB. The majority of users retweet in total only 12 tweets per month. The number of tweets is generally highly inflated by bots and these power-users
(@mrstone0856 could be a bot. But according to the temporal pattern of his activities he seems to be a
human with a lot of spare time).
Replies: A reply is a tweet starting with „@username“. A reply does not always express an approval of
the tweet. It can also be a riposte. But a tweet which provokes ripostes has also some influence. Like
for retweets the VaTI differentiates between the number of replies and the number of users which send
at least one reply. The antipode to @mrstone0856 is the user @ContraAfD1. He sends a host of
ripostes to tweets of the leading AfD politicians like @Alice_Weidel or @Beatrix_vStorch. The
differentiation has the same – desirable – effect than for retweets.
Mentions: A mention is a tweet which contains at any position – besides the first one – „@username“
or „#username“. A tweet can contain several mentions. Like above there are two different measures.
The number of mentions and the number of users sending a mention. The substring „#username“ is
exactly speaking a hashtag. It is only counted if it matches exactly the username. It happens frequently
that hashtags contain only part of the name. E.g. #Weidel instead of the exact username #Alice_Weidel.
The hashtag #Weidel is not counted because it is frequently not possible to make an assignment. E.g.
the hashtag #Storch could mean the politician Beatrix von Storch but it is in German also the name for

the bird stork. There a some tweets which use this double meaning for ironic comments. E.g. “Niemand
möchte ein Baby von #Storch” (Nobody wants a baby from #stork). There are 14 “Müller” (miller) in
the Bundestag. Each party has at least one. There is no way to assign such a hashtag to one of them.
Actually the hashtag #Müller refers most of the time to the soccer-players Thomas or Gerd Müller.
Besides this hashtags are often written with different spelling. E.g. #müller or #mueller, #Weidl or
#Waidel instead of #Weidel (the German pronunciation is almost the same). For these reasons only the
exact username is counted.
Tweets: The VaTI considers additionally for each MdB the number of tweets. This number is
multiplied with the number of active users.
The VaTI is calculated from these indicators according the following formula:
VaTI = 0.0005*Tweets*Active-Followers + 0.005*Followers + 0.05*Active-Followers +
0.02*Retweets + 0.20*Retweets-Users + 0.01*Replies + 0.10*Replies-Users +
0.01*Mentions + 0.10*Mentions-Users;

This value is rounded to the next integer number. An active follower has 10-times the weight of an
inactive. A retweet is worth 4 followers, a retweeting user 40 followers … These values where chosen
to get a balanced relation between the sheer number of followers and the actually measured activity in
the observation period. These weights are not cast in stone. But the author has done several other
studies and has developed an intuitive feeling for the internal logic of Twitter. The weights are hence
also not completely arbitrary. It is easily possible to generate a differently weighted index from the
available raw-data. If this alternative index is published it is a matter of etiquette to mention the
Vanellus project as the source.

The table shows the top-20 MdBs for May-2018.
The results are based on slightly more than 29 million tweets which have been recorded in May 2018.
Martin Schulz SPD has by far the most followers, but there is little actual activity on his account. Out
of the 703.227 followers only 12.930 were active. The most active followers has Peter Altmaier CDU
with 30.441 out of 235.072. Alice Weidel AfD got with her controversial tweets the highest attention.
Christian Lindner FDP achieved the VaTI gold medal. He was the most balanced competitor.
The table below shows the results for June 2018. There are 29.3 million tweets. Martin Schulz SPD and
his followers were somewhat more active and his high follower-base placed him in June before
Christian Lindner FDP. But over all the picture is rather similar to the previous month.

The table below shows the result for July 2018. One notices a summer break effect. The values are
generally lower than before. Martin Schulz SPD is in July clearly ahead. He has by far the most
followers. As there is generally less activity the followers have a stronger influence on the ranking than
in the months before.

The tables on the next page display the VaTI for the leaders of the Austrian political parties. Chancellor
Sebastian Kurz ÖVP dominates – not only on Twitter – the communication. He even improved his
position in June 2018. He holds the presidency of the Council of the European Union for the second
half of 2018. In the past his most severe social media competitor was H.C. Strache from the right-wingpopulist FPÖ. H.C. Strache has considerable lost ground. He now holds the position of vice-chancellor
and does not use social-media as offensive and aggressively as before. He is even placed behind
Christian Kern SPÖ (Social Democrats).
The NEOS (Liberals) have since June 2018 with Beate Meinl-Reisinger a new party leader. The study
includes additionally the previous leader Matthias Strolz. The NEOS are a small party, but Strolz was
quite active on social media. Beate Meinl-Reisinger could double her score in June, but is still far
behind Matthias Strolz.
Like for the German MdBs one can infer from July-2018 VaTI the summer break. The values are
generally lower. Beate Meinl-Reisinger has lost ground to her successor. Matthias Strolz is on Twitter –
but also for the traditional media – still the leading figure of the NEOS.

Austrian Party Leaders, May 2018

Austrian Party Leaders, June 2018

Austrian Party Leaders, July 2018
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Appendix A: Data-Download and VaTI homepage.
The complete data set can be downloaded from:
http://www.godotfinance.com/Vanellus/csv/VaTIRohDaten.zip
The zip archive contains the following tables in *.csv format.
The character set is “Western European – ISO-8859-1”
MdB.csv: The list of the 511 Twitter Accounts, the corresponding real-name and party affiliation of
German MdBs.
OePV.csv: The same list for 7 Austrian Party Leaders.
VaTIMdBMai2018.csv: The VaTI-Index for MdBs, May 2018
VaTIMdBJuni2018.csv: The VaTI-Index for MdBs, June 2018
VaTIOePVMai2018.csv: The VaTI-Index for Austrian Party Leaders, May 2018
VaTIOePVJuni2018.csv: The VaTI-Index for Austrian Party Leaders, June 2018
The results for July 2018 can be downloaded from:
http://www.godotfinance.com/Vanellus/csv/VaTIMdBJul18.csv
http://www.godotfinance.com/Vanellus/csv/VaTIOePVJul18.csv
The homepage for the VaTI with periodically updated results is:
http://www.godotfinance.com/vati.xhtml

Appendix B: Glossary of German Parties:
AfD - Alternative for Germany. New right-wing-populist party.
CDU - Christian Democratic Union of Germany. Christian democratic and liberal-conservative.
Chancellor Angela Merkel is the leader of the CDU.
CSU - Christian Social Union in Bavaria. „Sister party“ of the CDU in Bavaria.
GRÜNE - Green
FDP - Free Democratic Party. Traditional Liberal.
LINKE – Left.
SPD – Social Democratic Party.
The current German government is a coalition formed by CDU, CSU and SPD.
Appendix C: Glossary of Austrian Parties:
FPÖ: Freedom Party of Austria. Right-wing-populist and national-conservative.
GRÜNE: Green.
LISTE PILZ: Party formed by the former MoP Peter Pilz from the GRÜNE. Left-wing-populist.
NEOS: The New Austria and Liberal Forum. New liberal.
SPÖ: Social Democratic Party. Similar to SPD in Germany.
ÖVP: Austrian People's Party. Christian democratic and conservative. Similar to CDU/CSU of
Germany.
The current Austrian government is a coalition formed by ÖVP and FPÖ.

